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Purpose of this Session

Saint Germain will co-create with us a live, loving alchemical experience to accelerate personal and planetary consciousness and alchemical joy. The Master will use the violet laser light—a more advanced frequency than the violet flame—to quicken global transmutation and change. Engage Saint Germain in a live Q&A darshan. Expect miracles, new revelations, and a powerful uplift in Spirit!
Who is Saint Germain?

• Greatest Alchemist of Modern Civilization
• Wonderman of Europe
• Chohan of the Seventh Ray of Freedom
• Aquarian Avatar
• Exponent of the use of the Violet Consuming Flame and now the Violet Laser Light
• Lover of Our Souls
• God of Freedom to the Earth
Le Comte de Saint Germain
Saint Germain’s Embodiments

- Ruler of a Golden Age civilization in the area of the Sahara Desert 70,000 years ago
- High Priest on Atlantis in the Temple of Purification serving in the Order of Zadkiel
- Prophet Samuel
- Saint Joseph, Father of Jesus (Yeshua)
- Saint Alban
- Merlin
- Proclus
- Roger Bacon
- Christopher Columbus
- Francis Bacon (real author of the Shakespearean plays and sonnets)
Song to the Seventh Ray Elohim
Arcturus and Victoria

https://youtu.be/R20acT1RSVI
Zadkiel, Archangel Dear

https://youtu.be/6s0PYFZBSgs
O Freedom Flame Song

https://youtu.be/d6xmV2mkpl4
Violet Laser Light
Saint Germain
and the Violet Laser Light

https://youtu.be/5Z1vKIHCY8w
Save the Elementals Song

https://youtu.be/Gya6fGhYiI4
I Am the Violet Light Meditation

https://youtu.be/cIhYiqL7x_E
Saint Germain and Portia

https://youtu.be/QanLH_u1m6o
Saint Germain Shares Keys for Justice to Manifest on Earth

https://youtu.be/BqyoqcZM4C0
Saint Germain’s Prophecy for 2015
Has Received over 95K views

https://youtu.be/e48V8rzQVEE
Saint Germain’s Prophecy for 2017 has received nearly 25K views

https://youtu.be/nM-ASvwIBeM
Freedom We Claim Now! Song

https://youtu.be/uFPhxqiFHA0
Omri-Tas’ Violet Pyramid Orgonite Dispensation and Blessing

https://youtu.be/b6rE679WqUo
Violet Laser Light Video

https://youtu.be/c-Mr-eX0Q94
Saint Germain on Aquarian Leadership

https://youtu.be/g0I9kHfWjTQ
Video on Saint Germain
The Beautiful Basics on his Being

https://youtu.be/OB_wBsTz6u8
Buddha of the Violet Light Raises the Frequency of our Earth

https://youtu.be/_J14B6KWsDE
I AM the Freedom Flame! Song

https://youtu.be/D5EoLYDTfrE
Saint Germain on Soul Freedom and Self-Realization for Aquarian Initiates

February 15-18, San Diego, CA and Online
The Resurrection of America in Freedom's Flame
Summer Solstice Conference,
June 21-24
Jefferson, Maryland with a tour to Washington D.C.
Mount Shasta, CA — June 26-29

Saint Germain and the Violet Flame Masters Come to Mount Shasta: Freedom's Flame Reigns Supreme in All Loving Hearts